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(Andy) Mueller Report Released

Spring Updates: Liz, Dapper and Lasagna

“This is No Big Deal…She Farts All the Time”

Liz Leaves the Sweet Science, Dapper Goes Outside

(Cabo San Lucas) The (Andy)
Mueller Report, is set to be
published this summer but a
growing public outcry is building
for an early and complete release
of the entire document. “This
attention is a bit odd,” smiled
Andy, “because other than Billy
and sometimes Cassie, no one has
given a shit before. And when I think about it, I think Billy
was just being nice.” While there are many past copies
available within the family archives, the 2019 edition has
created high public demand. It is self-authored annually
by Andy Mueller (see above) with baby mama Chas.
The report, historically a detailed listing of his grievances
towards the family, is viewed as a sure sign of summer
and lists behaviors and actions
that troubled Andy over the last
twelve months. “I think the report
was instrumental in improving
Cassie’s demeanor, hygiene
standards and general likeability,”
said Joanie Miller. “You can say
what you want about Andy, but
his observations are spot on and it is so nice that Cassie
looks like she is not in 4-H anymore. “The full report, per
family lore, will be available at this summer’s Bingstock.
The early release requests for the 2019 report has
resulted in the below summary to be issued to quiet the
worldwide public demand. The summary includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

If you tickle Cassie, she still farts. If you threaten
to tickle Cassie, she will also fart.
David Liverseed is super cool and almost too
pretty for his own good.
The best use of my Mom’s banana bread is as a
dog laxative.
I continue to wonder why people find the Bing
Miller joke archive funny.
If I ever get to Las Vegas, I am looking up Curt
Breeding. I want to hang out with that cat.
The amount of goat and cow shit in Billy’s barn
this Spring must have been something to see.

Liz McGrory has hung up the boxing gloves after receiving
a brutal beating in a super flyweight title bout against her
far younger and taller opponent, Jana “Boom Boom”
Stiever. Liz said, “My apologies to my pal Dixie Pluemer,
but I was beaten like a redheaded stepchild. My days
as a professional boxer are
now over and I want to
thank all my fans around
the world. Now, will SOMEBODY answer that phone?”
Her long time cut-man, Heather Lohrmann concluded
“The old girl has lost the eye of the tiger.”
Mike Dapper was hauled out of his house, after six in the
evening, and forced to both
mix and mingle with other
people until it was officially
dark outside. Mike (see left),
had not been out after dark
since 1992 “He is kind of a
homebody,” said family
friend Savannah Goodwin.
“He much prefers the company of cats, winemakers and
witty librarians. Socializing with others is not his strong
suit.”
The National Lasagna Society
has placed the community of
Millersburg on its short list of
potential sites for its new
museum to be open in 2022.
“All of Rice County, especially
Millersburg, has long been a
friend of lasagna,” said society
spokesperson Allyn (nee
Jones) McColley. The press
release stated that the society has received “nothing but
love” from the Millersburg citizens and look forward to
working with the local lasagna aficionados. Local chapter
president, Derek Sayres, said the chapter was flattered
with the recognition and “hungry” for the final decision.

